A Vision Beyond Voice:
Transform Business
Collaboration
In today's digital world, workers need collaboration tools
available anywhere, anytime, from any device to support
faster decision-making processes, better connectivity and
innovation . . . and, as technology consumers, they expect
superior performance.
Accenture and Cisco help clients integrate collaboration tools into business
processes, applications and devices. Results include improved communications
with employees, customers and partners. Our Unified Communications and
Collaboration (UCC) solutions can be delivered on-premise, cloud-based or
hybrid with an advanced managed services delivery model. What we deliver:
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A Vision Beyond Voice

Using rapid design and deployment of communications and collaboration technologies, we
help enable anytime, anywhere, any device capabilities over fixed or wireless connectivity.

Value delivered
• Accelerated
deployment of
UCC capabilities

Seamless

Reliable

Flexible

UCC

• Field-tested
deployment
approach
leverages our
tools, knowledge,
experience and
repeatable
processes.

Agile

Collaboration

• Business-centric
global deployment
approach
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3. Foster innovation
through global
connectivity

2. Optimize productivity with
enhanced tools and remote
effectiveness

1. Accelerated business
cycle time with
seamless collaboration

• Single point of
accountability,
globally
• Reduced
transformation
risk

Cost-effective and scalable communications
Value delivered

Cost-effective and scalable UCC as-a-service (UCaaS) capabilities provide a secure, virtualized
platform with centralized management, reduced capital and operating expense, improved
service levels and lower risk.

• Enhanced workforce
productivity, with
improvements often
ranging from up to
5 to 25 percent

Cisco
Accenture

Client

Infrastructure
Providers

3. Carrier independence,
with the skill, knowledge
and experience to
optimize network cost
and performance.

2. Track record delivering
complex, innovative global
solutions. We are trusted
allies because we are
committed to client
outcomes.

1. Field-tested ability to
deliver UCaaS to client’s
scale and complexity,
reducing TCO and
increasing efficiency.
Cisco

• Lower total cost of
ownership for UCC
capabilities, with
OpEx and CapEx
reductions often in
the range of up to
10 to 35 percent

$

$

$

Accenture

$
$

• Fully integrated
Cisco collaboration
suite (voice, video,
mobile, IM,
presence,
collaboration)
• Cisco Engineering
support

$$$
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Infrastructure tuned to your business needs

Continuously aligning collaboration tools and technology with business processes and
applications helps our clients respond nimbly to business, technology and marketplace change.
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Products

UCC Infrastructure

Diagnose

Transform

Operate

Innovate

Service Integrator & Run/Delivery Model
Network - Workplace - Mobility
Business Application Integration

1. Industrialized delivery
using world-class tools.

2. Our solution is evergreen.
Clients will always have
access to the latest
features of the Cisco suite,
with no upgrade costs.
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• Seamless
communication
and collaboration
with employees,
customers and
business partners
• Improved service
levels, generally
in the range of
up to 20 percent
or more
• Faster business
process cycle
time
• Create new ways
of working and
delivering
business value

3. Our approach recognizes the
uniqueness of your global
sites and provides the focus
on transformation to help
deliver business results.

Cisco

For more information, please contact: Frank Redey frank.o.redey@accenture.com

Value delivered

Mike Vecchio mivecchi@cisco.com

